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of student government.
Some legislators ·wished
· instead to resolve the issue
within the ASL, by proposing a
by-law change .
Roger Ferguson, ASC president, brought up the fact that
.since it was a section of the
constitution, legislative action
would involve a series of meetings, followed by a vote of the
student body. Thus an interpretation would be much more
efficient.
Out of an estimated $900$1,100 left in the ASL budget,
initial passage of a $600 alotment
to the tennis team was obtained
for the purpose of sending two
players to the coming national
competition in K~nsas City.
· "Bink" Beamer, director of
athletics, and Dean Nicholson,

by Smitty
news editor
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'Hsi Shih' set for Tuesday

Central's tennis coach, came
before the ASL asking for help in
sending the players.
The importance of the Campus
All six team members had
. Judicial Council will increase,
qualified to enter the competiwhen it is asked to interpret
tion, but the athletic department
sections of the ASC constitution
reported that it had no funds to
which · has caused . a conflict
allot for the trip.
within the ASC Legislature.
It was figured that $300 ·per
At their last meeting, memperson would pay for everything,
bers of the ASL Constitution
including room and board.
Committee submitted a report to
Ferguson came under heavy·
the ASL concening the contradiattack from some legislators
ctory sections in the constitution,
when he reported that he . could
which both allow and prohibit the
afford to pay the bill for two
ASC president and adm.inistraplayers, or $600. They asked how
tive vice president to act as
he could justify his budget
voting members of the ASL.
requests, if he could pass out that
They recommended that the
much money to a group which is
ASL send the matter before the
not under his area of concern,
Council for a judicial interpretacalling it "brown nosing other ·
tion, which they considered one
groups with his money."
of the roles of the judicial branch
It was mentioned that this
money is coming from last year's
budget, which was nearly twice
the amount requested by
Ferguson this year.
The . ASL gave its initial
approval for the $600, subject to
Degrees will be awarded to 2,068 gradu~tes .of Central here in
a second vote of approval being
commencement ceremonies Saturday, June 9.
obtained at the next meeting.
The college ceremonies will begin at 10 a.m. j une 9 in Nicholson
This feeling about Ferguson's
Pavilion.
verbal promise to fund two
This will be only the third year in the college's 82-year history
tennis players spilled over into
that more than 2,000 degrees have been conferred. The 1973 total,
discussions on the ASC budget
however, is less than the total of last year. ·
submitted to the ASL by the
No formal speeches have been scheduled for the com~ence
ment, in order to continue the Central tradi~ion of having each
Finance Committee.
student personally receive his degree.
Mixed with general questions
Welcoming remarks will be made by James Brooks, Central's
about what certain · figures
president, and greetings to the graduating class will be made by . represented, were several
Eugene Brain, chairman of the college board. of trustees.
statements, mostly from legisA breakdown of the degrees to be grant~. as reported by
la~or Steve Haas, which prediRegistrar Lou Bovos, shows:
cted that Ferguson's presidential
cOffers would be reduced to some
Bachelor of arts, 907; bachelor of arts in education, 890; bachelor
degree, although such a move
of science, 13; master of arts, 34; master of education, 189; and
master of science, 35. '
was not specifically proposed.
The ceremonies will open with an invocation by Fr. Peter Hagel,
The budget was eventually
Roman Catholic chaplain for the Center for Campus Ministry.
sent back to the Finance ComPresentation of candidates for degrees will be made by Edward
mittee for further deliberation.
· J. Harrington, vice president for academic affairs.
.
The entire ASC budget total of
Music for the commencement will be provided by the Chamber
$74,000, is not a definite figure,
Band, under direction of A. Bert Christianson, director of bands.
and probably will not be until
Leading the procession will be six "Gray Gowns," juniors with
sometime this summer.
high academic standings. They include Betty Louise Anderson,
It must first be approved by
Yakima; Barbara Ann Bintliff, Ellensburg; Randy Lee Henson,
the Board of Trustees, along with
Quincy; Lynda Lee Molitor, Mountlake Terrace; Mary Louise
all other college budgets.
Most, Puyallup and Benjamin Pease III, Moses Lake.
The Tent 'n Tube Rental Shop
will be albe to stay open an extra
two hours each weekday until
the end of the quarter because of
an $85 allotment by the ASL.
The money was requested
because of the large student
demand for rental merchandise
and the limited hours that the
shop could presently stay open.
The money will be used to pay
added student salaries for the
two week period.
The new hours will be Monday
.Excellent 1st yr. income with ·
through Friday, from 11 a.m. to 3
p.m.

Degrees to 2,068

"Hsi Shih," a Chinese film about the most beautiful woman in
China's history, will be shown Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the SUB small
ballroom.
r
The story takes place in the fifth century B.C., when China was
torn between feuding princes.
Hsi Shih is train~d by one prince, then used to seduce and
confuse his rival to be defeated .
This will be the last of the seven film series sponsored by the
Foreign Languages Department. Admission is free.

'Declaration of the Bab'
During the next week the Baha'i Association of Central and the
Baha'is of Ellensburg will join Baha'is around the world in
observing the Declaration of the Bab and the 130th anniversary of
the Baha'i Faith. On May 29th the Baha'is will commemorate the
Ascension of Baha'u'llah, Prophet-founder of the Baha'i Faith.
Since 1844, the Baha'i Faith has spread to over 333 countries and'
territories. Baha'is believe that all religions come from the same
Divine Source.and that all religions are a pr~gtessive unfoldment
of God's Word for man. Baha'u'llah, they believ:e, is the latest but
not the last of God's Messengers and that His teachings are the
Divine remedy for the problems of this Age. They see His '
teachings and laws as those necessary to bring about world peace,
world unity, and the Kingdom of God on earth.
If ·you wish any information on the Baha:"i Faith and their
celebration of these days, call 925-5495.

Tutor program available
Tutors will again be available in Holmes Dining Hall, which is
reopening its evening tutoring sessions next week and during
finals. Sessions will run from 7-10 p.m. for studying, and 8-10 p.m.
for tutoring.
Presently, tutors will be available for Geology, Philosophy,
Anthropology and Business Statistics, and a search for additional
tutors is underway.

#

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
GRADUATING .SENIORS
growth bonus & raises

.Formal training & training

Continuation of a program of in-service training for public school
teachers in environmental studies has been guara.n teed by a
federal grant awarded this week to C~ntral.
A $28,000 grant from the U.S. Department of Health, Education
and Welfare was approved for the college, in cooperation with the
Washington State Superintendent of Public Instruction.
Training under the program, which was launched a year ago, is
to be based at the Cispus Environmental Center near Randle.
The grant is designed to give practicing teachers a broad background . in environmental studies to be integrated into their
particular classroom specialties, according to John Green, dean of
the school of professional studies.
A $50,000 HEW grant was awarded a year ago to begin the
program at the Mountain outdoor center. Special workshops and
seminars for teachers from throughout the state have been held at
the ceriter during the past academic year.
Dr. Green said that the program was the first of its kind in the
Northwest.
·Drrector of the Cispus project is Kenneth Hammond, geography
. professor.,
In addition to training teachers during the·first year, the project
faculty worked directly with a number of advanced Central
education students who spent at least a full q-µarter at the Cispus
center.

COME to~the ·Washington

State High School

RODEO

New shipment of New Style

allowance
.Three thousand dollar bonus

fitst year
.Exe. retirement

Environment study grant

I

group life & '

health insurance· benefits

STRAW HATS
Straws by .Resistol & · Bailey

$
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Or Personnel Management
Send Re_sume To Mr. D. T. Barrett,
4331 S.W. Corbett Portland, Ore. 97201
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'Gay is just ·as good as straight'

1:.',

by Kris Bradner
feature editor
In former times, homosexuality has been cited as ·causing
floods, famines and earthquakes.
Today, many people profess that
gay men and women are bringing
about the degeneration of civilization. Centuries ago, gay people
were stoned to death-even now,
in Georgia, they can be sentenced to life imprisonment.
Barry Fatland and Lucy Roedder, from the Issues and Activist
Bureau, spoke Wednesday in the
SUB and refuted myths and
defined the gay movement.
Both gay, they defined themselves as people who love and
have sexual relations with members of their own sex.
Quoting the Kinsey reports,
Ms. Roedder said that 50 per
cent of males and 28 per cent of
females are conscious of erotic
feelings towards their own sex.
Ms. Roedder added that these
statistics aren't entirely accurate
because so many gay people
"stay in the closet," hiding their
feelings from themselves and
others.
The term "coming out" is used
when they realize their homosexuality and can admit it, said
Ms. Roedder . .
She stated that gay sex is not
sinful, sick or abnormal. Recent
studies have shown that homosexual behavior is present in all
mammals. She added that means

"there are gay cats, dogs,
kangaroos and porpoises!"
.
Most societies tolerate homosexuality except, she said, the
US, which condemns any and all
gay people.
She said it is so easy to stay in
the "closet" that many people
find it hard to "come out."
Gay women· are especfally
oppressed because they are
refuting their roles as mothers
and they are not subservient to
me,Ms. Roedden commented.
She said that most gay females
join the women's liberation
movements, because they are
sympathetic and that if "you are
gay, you learn quick to become a
feminist." She added that the
frequent accusations that liberation members "are a bunch of
lesbians," is not true, though.
According to Fatland, the gay
movement has been marked· by
opp:r:ession, and has existed m all
periods of time.
The Hebrews punished homosexuality to death by stoning.
Christianity has also been hard
on gay people, as exemplified by
the fates of Sodom and Gomorrah. In the US, homosexuality
was punishable by death until
1861. During Hitler's rein, gay
men and women had to wear pink
triangles and, just like Jews,
were marched off to the gas
chambers, said Fatland.
, He said homosexuality has
been described as a "crime

Bicycle licensing
The bicycle license issue
reached the floor of the City
Council Monday night, with
questions dealing with whether
to incorporate lifetime licensing
of bikes instead of licensing bikes
annually, as it is done now, and
whether the fee for licensing a
bike should be reduced.
Conversation centered on the
conflict between campus registration and city registration of
bicycles.
In discussing the original
questions the general opinion of
the Council was that although
more time~consuming and
troublesome, annual licensing is
a much better policy than lifetime licensing.
It was felt that annual licensing leads to more up-to-date and
accurate records, eliminating the
problem of inter-personal
transfers from owner to owner
not being reported. It also helps
turn up an occasional stolen
bicycle.
On the question of licensing for
theft protection instead of
revenue and lowering the fee,
John Larsen, chief of police,
reported to the Council that as of
now the $1 registration fee
presently allows the city to break
even on licensing. The fee just
covers the cost of clerical work
and they do not make any money
off licensing.
Larsen further said that
although he · feels the program
should be on a sell-sustaining
basis insofar as costs are concerned, such a decision is purely
one for the Council.

OVERT6N'S
TROPICAL FISH.
OPEN DAILY ·
12:00 NOON 9:00 PM
CLOSED SUNDAYS

Wilson Creek Rd.
962-9166

against nature," that the military
condemns them as "undesirable
parties," and won't accept them
into the service. The medical
profession states that "gay is
sick," and psychiatrists try to
turn gay people into straight
people, even going so far as to
perform labotomies.
Finally, Fatland said, the gay
people are getting together to
change public opinion and fight
back.
Ms. Roedder said the gay lib
movement is growing and that
people are finally standing for
their rights and declaring "gay is
just as good as straight," or "out
of the closets and into the
streets" and asking for justice.
Although Central has no gay
organization, Central sophomore
Sue Solomin said she would like
to set up meetings for those
interested. (call 925-2809).
Ms. · Solomin agreed that
"coming out" was difficult and
that those individuals were subjected to much harrasment.
Ellensburg, she sarcastically
commented, was so "conservative that if anyone dares to look
different, they are called a
'faggot' whether they are or not."
Fatland rec~ived approval
from the three when he concluded "no one is forcing you to be
gay, but allo~ those who are gay
or who want to be gay, to have
their- individual rights."

discussed~

If they want to register bikes
free, as a public service, and have
the city incur the costs, it makes
no difference to him.
The discussion then switched
to the dual , licensing of the
college and city.
Central initiated their policy of
free licensing in 1971 unaware
that city code requirements also
applied to the campus. Because
they were registered with the
campus many students felt they
were exempt from the ordinance
requirements that say everyone
must have a city license.

Larsen recently talked to
campus officials and it was
agreed that Central would scrap
its program and act as an outlet
for city licenses.
However, there has been
controversy over why students
should have to have city licenses
when they already have campus
. licenses. The only real argument
against this has been the overriding city ordinance.
Roger Ferguson, ASC president, attended the meeting to
voice student feeling on the
situation. He said that nobody
talked to him about scrapping
the campus registration and as
he represents the students they
should have conferred with him
also.
Ferguson argued that campus
licenses served the same functions as the city licenses and that

campus registrations could easily
be honored. He said that the
college registers bikes as a
service to the students and that
their records are open. He also
said the college is saving the city
money by doing this.
Larsen replied that Central
was saving the city no money,
because with the $1 registration
fee the city breaks even on
licensing. He also added that "the
campus is not a sanctum sanctorum" and they had to comply
with the law just like everyone
else."
Eileen Renehart, city councilwoman, added that it wouldn't be
fair for the students to not have
to pay for licenses and the rest of
the town having to pay.
In one last argument Ferguson
said that the campus registration
performs a door-to-door type
service; going around to all the
dorms and registering students'
bicycles. This helps greatly to
achieve Larsen's goal of total
registration and does a lot more
than the city has time to do.
After the discussion waned on
a little further Mayor Allen said
the Council would further
examine the situation and see
whether a change in the ordinance is in order or not. They are
looking to hear more student
input on the matter and will
make their final decision a month
from now after they have
weighed all sides of the issue.

GAY LIBERATION SPEAKERS--Lucy Roedder and Barry Fatland, two members of
Seattle's Gay Liberation movement, talked to
interested students in the · SUB cafeteria
Wednesday about the movement and various
aspects of gay people. (Photo by Chang P. Jay)
~=~;:;:-:::2;~:;:;~~:r:§~~=~~~=;~:;:r:;:r:;::11§~~;~;~§!;:~.:;:~~~:;:;:;m:;~:;§;:r~=~~:;::z~:;:~:;:~:~:~~~;:;:;:;:;:~;:;~:;m:;:~w.i:~=~~~~=i§~?~~N.=-

Catnpus child-care
faces budget committee
The day care center proposal
for Central is now up before the
budget committee on its last step
before possible implementation
into the college program. The
$12,000 proposal was included by
the Washington Center for Early
Childhood Education as a part of
its annual budget.
Although the administration
has approved the program in
concept, the question now is
whether the funding will be
approved, especially as some
existing programs already .must
be cut.
If passed, a campus building
will be used for the co-op. Actual
running expenses, the, would
include supplies and the salaries
of one full- and one half-time
director. The remaining positions
would be filled by parents as a

SPRING
SPECIAL

WASH ·25c
10pen Until Midnight
Next to

Youth Card Sales
Youth Fare Tickets
·Email Passes
Britrail Passes
All Airlines Represented
434 North Sprague

Arctic. Circle

8th and Walnut

SELF·
SERVICE
LAUNDRY ....

part of their co~op agreement. In
addition to this, each parent pays
a percentage of his income.
The program would provide a
valuable experience for students
in ECE, as well as providing a
needed day care center for the
children of low-income families
on campus.

Graduation
preparations are
simplified by
telephoning.
It's a busy time for the
graduating senior. Make it
easier on yourself by using
e~onomical long distance calling to set plans, make
~rrangements, or to just keep
m touch.

~

\,J

Ellensburg
Telephone
Company
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Staff opinion

Rebuttal
by Joy Johnson
staff writer
It is indeed sad that a student feels a need to walk out of class. It
is also an indication that the student has not reached a level of
maturity which would allow more tolerance.
I am personally acquainted with the professor in question. I
agree that perhaps his teaching ability could be improved. I also
agree that it is unfair that one professor should teach virtually
every class in that field of study. However, there wasn't much
criticism of the practice when an easier prof taught the classes.
And I too have noted that there are many students who cannot
cope with his classes.
However, the biggest problem seems not to be his classroom
presentation, but rather the amount of work he assigns. Students
are extremely tolerant of anything a prof does as long as he doesn't
assign much work. In this case, students fail to do the work, .and
consequently cannot participate in classroom discussions. They
also fail to come to class. When they do come, small wonder there
is a certain amount of alienation between the professor and the
student. It seems to me that Ms. Cottrell is criticizing him for not
realizing the very thing she, too, is not realizing-that everyone is
human and "less than perfect."
I cannot agree that he "belittles and demeans" people because
they are in teacher's education, and personally know of several
cases where he has bent over backwards to help students-female
students, at that- to locate a job, supervise a work-study
program, and apply for a scholarship.
Not only this, but he spends literally hours and hours por:ing
over readings so that he can bring related material for his students
to study. None of his students spend even half the time he does in
preparation for class. I can understand why he exhibits perhaps an
excessive intolerance at times when students don't put anything
into a course which means a great deal to him.
He has an excellent background of practical experience in his
field, and a backlog on which someone who was· a professional
teacher could never draw on. If he fails to "hand out" grades, and
expects students to study and work-well,·thank God! Someone is
finally making an A worth an A at Central!

A la.boratory 'newspaper o( Central Washington State College
pub.hshed Tu~sda.ys and Fridays during the academic year except
durmg exammation weeks and holidays. Views expressed are
those of students, staff and editors, not necessarily of CWSC.
Advertising materi~l presented herein does not necessarily imply
endorsement by this newspaper. Mail subscription price, $1 per
quarter or $3 per year; payable to the Campus Crier, CWSC,
Ellensburg, Washington 98926. Entered as second class matter at
the U.S. Post Office, Ellensburg, Was~ington 98926.

Editor's focus

Smokers
byC.P.Jay
photography editor

I'm getting 'downright indignant about all this
flack that smokers (tobacco) are receiving, and
I'd like to clear the air. The economy of the
United States is in a slight depression, and the
fiscal sages predict we can only go up. But until
we can go up, we need the tobacco industry to
shore up our economic faults.
If we are to heed the lessons of history, we ~n
look at Europe and Japan at the end of WWII.
Their economy was in shambles but tobacco
came to their rescue and the lowly cigarette
became Europe's medium of exchange. Perhaps
we can salvage the dollar with tobacco leaves
and use it as a meduim of barter.
The tobacco industry exported over 500
million dollars in 1968, with a hard sell perhaps
we can increase the export twofold.
Before this ban on advertising enacted by the
corrupt government, the industry spent over
$200 million yearly on advertising. If this ban
were lifted perhaps the industry would spend
more money than ever, meaning more jobs.
Tobacco smoking could be made to look chic
for women and virile for men, prompting them
all to smoke more, and the silly caution label on
the side could be deleted. No use discouraging
the faint hearted would-be smoker who hasn't
the guts to take a gamble.
· A few years ago, about $200 million was spent
for cancer research, with more smokers, more
money could be spent and more jobs made
available.
The medical profession could expand, hiring
more people to take care of those unlucky few
felled by chance, but who happen to smoke
cigarettes. This expansion of medical facilities
could be a minor economic boon, as the building
profession could have a resurgence with more
hospitals needed. Manufacturers of medical'
supplies could crank out necessary hardware to
supply the increased demand.
Many colleges now on the verge of bankrupcy
could convert into medical schools .because the
demand for doctors would increase. This would
result in a double benefit, more doctors and
more jobs.
I feel the tobacco industry has been maligned
unfairly and smokers should not be discouraged.
I have never met a smoker who wasn't willing to
share his smoke with. me, although I don't
smoke. If we don't watch what happens to this
country it will go to pot.
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'Blatant irresponsibility'
To the editor:
This letter is in response to
Smitty's editor's focus.
Never in my four years as a
student at Central have I seen
such blatant irresponsibility in
the name of journalism.
It should be known that

I seriously doubt it!
Smithson never attended the
If this is an example of how
budget portion of the Associated
Student Legislature's meeting next years's Crier will be manaabout which he wrqte his editor's ged, then they will sink to the
level of his focus, positively
(?) focus.
Is it a common Crier practice $~cond rate!
. R. J. Atwell
to print hearsay and innuendo on.
ASC Adm. V.P.
the editorial page?

YAF ad 'facist,
To the editor:
I am writing in connection with
the Young Americans for Freedom ad which appeared in the
May 18th issue of the Crier.
I am one who believes that if

anti~emocratic'

people do not spe'a k out against democratic advertising in a
things of ideas which are obviou- supposed democratic newspaper,
sly wrong, that is the same as causes me to draw some serious
condoning or supporting those questions about what people who
very things or ideas. To allow the are in charge of newspaper
appearance of fascist, anti- , advertising really support. If we
fought fascism in WWII, then
why aren't we fighting fascist
elements (Minutemen, · John
Birch Society, KKK, to name a
few) which exist in our country
As to licensing, our main today? Has fascism suddenly
concern is theft. Many stolen become legitimate?
Some will question and even
bikes have been returned simply
because we have a record to go criticize my qse of the term
by .. If you invest a large sum of democracy. First of all, freedom
money in a bike, I think it is not license. I believe in
prudent to protect your invest- democracy, but not in being to
ment. I am sure you are a ware damn democratic. If achieving a
that the $1. fee will be easily humane society requires controlconsumed in administrative work ling the destructive forces of
and in this case for your fascism, rascism, sexism, and the
like, then that is what must be
well-being.
I would appreciate your done.
Sincerely,
publication of this ordinance and
Carl A. Olson
comments.
Yours truly,
Stewart Allen
Mayor

Mayor explains bike law
To the editor:
It was with a great deal of
interest and amus~ment that I
read a recent letter published by
the Crier concerning the antics of
the Mayor on his old "clunker".
A couple of corrections are in
order, though. Enclosed is a copy
of our bicycle ordinance. You
might note the it is legal to ride
on the sidewalks of residential
areas, but not in the downtown
business district. And secondly, a
rider must obey all traffic laws
applied to automobiles. I would
appreciate and honor a "citizens
arrest" if I am caught violating
these laws.

'Coeds vs. Mexicans'
lack of understanding
To the editor:
The article entitled "Coeds Vs.
Mexican 'lovers"' makes evident
once more the lack of understanding that many Americans
have of the Mexican culture. .
The fact that Mexican men pay ·
so much attention to women
should not alarm our coeds. They
should not throw a tantrum when
the guys say things to .t hem in
the streets, when they get
whistled at, or even when they
get pinched! Believe it or not,
Mexican girls are subject to the
same treatment. The only
difference is that they know how
to cope with it. They never loose
their patience or their: dignity;
instead, they watch the show
that the guys are putting on in
their- honor.
Latins appreciate beauty and
like to exteriorize this appreciation. This is something that our
students in Guadalajara should
know by now, especially if they
are in a class that claims to study
Mexican customs. Something
else they must know is that they
are not to judge the Mexican

culture with American cultural
patterns.
Fortunately, a good number of
our students in Guadalajara have
enough cultural insight and are
able to establish meaningful
relationships with Mexicans.
Those who are incapable of
making the adjustment should
realize that whatever they get
beyond a few whistles 'and a few
"mamacitas" they hav'e, in most
cases, asked for.
This article presents Mexican
men as some kind of creepy sex
maniacs, d_rooling over anything
blonde, made in USA. They
appear to be always ready to
ambush the American girl's
virtue by means of romantic
seduction, by a sneaky spiking of
Cokes or by old-fashioned rude
rape. Yes, be aware, there are
cases of rape in Guadalajara.
After all, Guadaljijara is a
civilized
city-just
like
Ellensburg.
Carlos E. Martin
Dept. of Foreign Languages

are

Letters to the editor and guest editorials
wefoome. Letters
must .he typed and limited to 250 words. Editor reserves the right
to edit all letters for space and for libel. Letters must be signed.
.Letters may be mailed or delivered to the Crier office, SUB 218.

Spri.nklers 'nuisance'
To the editor:
It boggles my mind to think
that in a school of higher education in which students concerned
with the complex problems
surrounding society, can be so
blind to the obvious nuisances
around them.
Here where we learn that
apathetic behavior is wrong,
here where we are taught to
question what we don't understand, go right on never questioning why we must be showered by our nifty sprinkler
systems set up on the lawns of
our campus.
Am I so unique in feeling that
is a real hassle to be drenched
every morning on my way to

class? Not to mention on the way
to and from lunch and then for ,
the final splash· of the day--on the
way home. Is there a reason why
the sprinklers cannot · be set
further away from the sidewalks?
Instead couldn't they water
the lawns in the evening, when
there aren't so many people
walking around? Is it also not
possible that the lawns themselves become scourched during
the mid-day sun while being
watered?
I sometimes. wonder, is the
object of our sprinkers to water
the grass, drench the sidewalks,
or di;own the students?
Yours truly,
Jani Charboneau

T.R.Y. proiect
To the editor:
The students and faculty of
Central are to be praised for
their participation in "The River
is Yours," T.R.Y., project. The
effort to clean up the Yakima
River, that is so dear to so many,
was a complete success. The
attitude displayed by those
involved, should be admired and
reflects an ever increasing
concern for our environment that
cannot go without compliment.
Hopefully, the May 12, 1973,
clean up was only the beginning.
It pr9ved that young and old can
work together toward a common
goal and definitely shows that an
institution of higher learning is
an asses to any community. I am

WE.REPAIR VWs
PALO'S
2nd & Main
Ph. 925-2055

•

IS

praised

confident that the concern for the
river sidplayed and stimulated
by T .R. Y. ..will prevail and
perpetuate itself and the future
necessity of river clean up will
not exist.
As a representative of the
Washington State Department of
Ecology, I would like to extend
appreciation and admiration to
Central and T.R.Y. Ellensburg,
Washington.
Earl To~er
Environmental Quality Adviser
TEACHERS WANTED

Entire ·w est, Mid-West
and South
SOUTHWEST TEACHERS
AGENCY
1303 Central Ave. N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
87106
Bonded, Licensed and
Member:
N.A.T .A. "Our 27th year"

Be a special kind of Navy Flyer.
Be a Naval Flight Officer.
Whenever a Navy plane is under
electronic control, that plane is in the
_hands of a Naval Flight Officer. Naturally,
as a candidate for Naval Flight Officer
training you'll need some very special
qualifications. First, you must really want
to fly, even if you've never flown before.
You'll also need~ college degree and the
kind of mind that works well with math
and physics.
Waiting at the end of your training
program is a Navy Commission and the
Golden Wings of a Naval Flight Officer.
By then you'll be an expert in areas like
Jet Navigation and Airborne Control ...
equipped to do your job wherever you go.
But whatever your specialty, travel,
will be part of your life. And so will
challenge, responsibility, achievement
and reward.
If that's the kind of career you're
looking for, and if you think you've got

what it takes to be a Naval Flight Officer,
send in the coupon. It will bring you all
the facts. Or talk it over with your Navy
recruiter.
COMMANDING OFFICER NAVY RECRUITING STA., 300 120th AVENUE NE BLDG 1,
SUITE 200 BELLEVUE, WASHINGTON
98005 (ATTN: OFFICER PROGRAMS )

r--------------------,
Gentlemen:
I tike it. Please send more information on what it
takes to be a Naval Flight Officer.
Name~~-~-~-----Age_~_

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I
I
I
I
I
I
II

City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ :
Current College Year _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

.

I

1

·

I
I

I
Be a success in The New ~avy. 1_

L--~.-----------------..J

________ J
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Ganges river sacred urin_
al

Berkins files claim for
$110,000 in damages

The High Priests quickly seas often put the cult in great
decided to place the matter in the -peril, but they endured, and
hands of the Brahman Oracle, the eventually sailed up the Columby Dan O'Leary
The Ganges, as all local-ites source of all wisdom. The Oracle, bia, up the Yakima, and into the
staff writer
know, is filled with a multitude of located deep in the bowels of the .sparkling, pure water of the
Ganges.
earth,
listened
to
the
priests,
common and exotic bacteria and
A $110,000 claim against 10
Soon they reached the place
germs, but it was not always like then told them their answer.
"The place you seek." it said. where the winds never ceased to administrators and the Board of
this. Trustees has been filed with the
Once it flowed as clear and as "is found at the crossroads of the blow, and the trees all seemed to state auditor by Dywain Berkins.
clean as a Rocky Mountain winds of the world. You will find lean. Here they moored their
Berkins is seeking $10,000 in
stream. How it became the this · place by following these ships and gazed in awe at rich compensatory damages and
fields of gr~en grazing land.
elongated cesspool it is now is a winds."
$100,000 in punitive damages.
"You must sail across a great MECCA AT LAST!
legend worth telling and reThe High Priests quickly
telling as long as there are ears ocean to a place you will call
Administrators named in the
America," the Oracle told them. sprinkled the Ganges with Holy claim are Al Shannon, supervisor
to hear it.
The legend has it that years "There the winds will carry you Soil and proclaimed the river the of student accounts;· Lou Bovos,
and years ago, in far off Asia, the up a great river you must call the Sacred Urinal.
registrar; Courtney Jones, conEach member of the cult troller; Steve Milam, assistant
High Priests of a far-ranging cult Columbia, and.into a lesser river
quickly performed the ritual of attorney general; Robert Miller,
of Hindu cattle met to discuss a you will call the Yakima."
"From there you will be blown the Sacred Urinal in the Ganges, dean of student development;
grave matter. The cult's Sacred
Urinal, the Crystal River, into a small, but d_e ceptively then vowed that each day he (or Judy Nichels, payroll supervisor;
suddenly and mysteriously had potent river, you must call the she) and all his (or her) descen- . Joe Teeley, chief accountant;
Ganges," said the Oracle. "This dents would do the same,. at least Don Wise, associate dean of
disappeared.
five times per day, for five was student union and activities;
The Sacred Urinal was the will be your Sacred Urinal."
"Follow it to the place where the holy number.
cult's most important religious
Elaine Wright, scheduling co·
Soon the water of the Ganges ordinator and ~ames Brooks,
symbol. Until it could be replaced the winds always blow and the
the members of the cult would be trees seem to lean," commanded was alive with bacteria, enriched Central's president.
the Oracle. "Here is where your by the fluid of the ceremony of
urinating in sin.
cult must live."
All Central's trustees, Mrs. R.
the Sacred Urinal.
Today the descendents of the Hugh Minor, Herbert Frank,
The High Priests followed the
advice of the Oracle. The entire cult continue the flow of sacred Eugene Brain, Philip Caron and
CLASSIFIED
cult gathered on great ships, fluid into the Ganges, although Raymond Garcia, were also
heavily burdened with sacred the High Priests have perished named.
8' by 23' Pathfinder trailer, hay and salt, and they set out on and the doctrines of the cult are
The claim states that Berkins
real homey- living. See to appre- their religious pilgrimage.
no longer followed.
was
denied h~s civil rights by
ciate it. Very reasonable! See at
The journey was long and
It is a stream full of ~iquid illegal ana racial acts beyond the
College Courts #20.
dangerous. The winds and high tradition.
scope of the powers of the
college.
It goes on to state that he was
denied his property rights, due
process and equal protection of
law, as well as having his
property illegally seized.
If the auditor rejects the claim,
a suit will follow shortly thereafter, according to Berkins
attorney, Lee A. Holley.
Berkins was originally being
held responsible for $587.89 in
unpaid debts to the SUB.
The debts were incurred by
the Black Students of Central
(BSC) and had accumulated over
Here's a rugged boot yourjob
the 1970-71 and 1971-72 school
demands. Sure-footed traction,
years.
Besides Berkins, three other
steel-toe protection, day-long
Black student officers and a
comfort. Come in-try them
secretary were going to be held
responsible for the debt.
on for size.
One officer and the secretary,
2218
- however, have been cleared of
the responsibility. The other two
officers are no longer students at
Central.
In a March 2, 1973 letter from
Al Shannon, supervisor of
student accounts, Berkins was
told that until the debt was paid ·
in full, grades, transcripts, payroll and all funds forthcoming
would be placed on hold.

by Bob Utecht
staff writer

SUMMER HELP

FORESTERS, LOGGERS,
MINERS

In a March 23, 1973 letter from
Robert Miller, dean of student
development, Berkins was told
that his liability had been
reduced to $425.64.

"Any money currently due and
owing to you, or- which may
become owing and due, you shall
be withheld and applied to the
satisfaction of these debts," the
letter stated.
By the beginning of spring
quarter BSC had been reorganized to the point that regular,
well-attended meetings could be
held. It was also at this time that
some of its members decided to
inquire as to what was the real
BSC debt. .
In the presence of this reporter, Don Wise, the SUB's
administrator,. told one BSC
member that the debt was $250.
When asked how he arrived at
this figure, Wise stated. "that's
the $425 figure minus $175."

In a May 2, 1973 letter from
Robert Miller, dean of student
development, Berkins was told
"according to Washington
Administrative Code (WAC)
106-124-010, this gives you
official notification that the time
for the appeal process to which
you were entitled has now
elapsed and · you did not initiate
an appeal."
"Because of these facts, your
payroll check in the amount of
$17 4.82 after deductions has
been subtracted from the bill
owed by the BSC," according to
the letter.
WAC ,106-124-010 states
"admission to or registration
with the college, conferring of
degrees and issuance of academic
transcripts may be withheld for
failure to meet financial obligations to the college."
This does not give anyone the
power to garnish Berkins' back
_pay.
To .garnish these wages,
Central's administration must ·
obtain either a Justice or
Superior court judgement
against Berkins, according to a
local attorney.
He added that b.efore a lien can
be placed on a persons wages,
the person must be making the
minimum wage.
As of Tuesday, May 22, 1973,
such proceedings have not been
initiated in either court.

Faculty Senate 'condemns'
~oard of Trustees, action

RED WING
FAMILY
SHOE STORE
. Co~ner fourth & Pearl
Open late Friday Evening

The Faculty Senate voted . from agreement with the Board's
Wednesday to "condemn" the action, to indignation over the
action taken by the Board of Board witholding the right of the
Trustees earlier this month. This Senate to approval all code
action has the effect of enabling changes.
the Trustees to amend the
The original proposal stated
Faculty Code
without the that the Senate deplores the
approval of the Senate.
Board's move and urged that the
Jam es Brooks, . the college measure be rescinded at the next
president, said that the action Trustee meeting" in July.
came as a .result of the inability of
The final resolution urged that
the Senate and the Board of a meeting be arranged between
Trustees to agree on certain the Board of Trustees and
sections of the Code.He empha- various members of the Senate 1
sized that the Board already has to work out an acceptable code·\
that right as the final authority during the summer, which would
of all decisions concerning the then be approved by the Senate.
college.
In effect, the resolution was
The Board h8:s charged Dr. statement of the Senate's proBrooks with forming a committee mise to work hard at developing
to produce a code acceptable to a code acceptable to all conthe Trustees.
cerned, rather than be left out
Feelings in the Senate ranged totally from code revisions.
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Change in regulations

State cufs food stamp .program
:~;:~;m~rf:;;:1t~~~&.w~w~%;m:;:~~~w~:;W:~m.':i'~~::-=

m::.J.:m..:.:::.lk.::!.~.·.·™::,~
by Mark LaFountaine
As of press time yesterday it was learned that a Cal!fornia court
staff writer
decision has changed this food stamp regulation back to the way !t
Residents of Student Village
was before: that is, students once again are eligible to apply for food Apartments were recently
stamps individually just as long as they don't eat together.
determined to be totally ineliThe Ellensburg office received notification of this change early gible for food stamps by the
yesterday morning and is proceeding to inform Student Village Quality Control unit of the State
Department of Social and Health
Apartments and all other areas affected by the recen_t turnabout.
"The regula'tion itself has been changed and there should be no Services upon examination of
case records which were filed
more problems with new rules," said one food stamps official.
The accompanying news story by Mark LaFontaine, staff writer, containing information about
tells of the hassles some of the campus apartments went through in their finances and living arranthe past we~k or so when it was learned they would no longer be gements.
However, according to Gene
able to apply for food stamps individually.
Case, Supervisor of food· stamp
;Lti& ·
~{;t:=.N~l:§§§§l:.%1:m~~w.~:~T::~~~=mr:l:l:l:~N::w~.w.«~w..&.w.~.:§l:f.:~~~~~~
financial workers, special countywide arrangements have been
made to accomodate those
persons declared ineligible at
Student Village and elsewhere.
The new method for applying for
food stamps requires that everyone living together in the same
house, such as in a Student
Village apartment, must apply as
a household receiving their food
stamps together rather than on a
individual basis as ·in the past. It
was the individua,l applications of
students who live in multiple
member households that caused
the change in food -stamp policy.
r \ \\
The most noticeable change to
I i \ 1. 1
be brought about by the new
household policy will will a rise in
the amount people will have to
- if ~u feel ~ou'Ya be.al\ ripped-off'
or lns&led. unl'a1rl~. 1f !t"'" don l
th a decision or rule • if 'Jou hAva al\.~ co"'p\_Al1'l• ur ·
pay for their food stamps.
agree ~·- -ale• or how 1r8 "u" - or for an!t. reason ·· 1l '~ 'Y'
According to Case, the new
abou\ \.NJ -a
.
h
.
n
naJ'\ to M.ve a
a1r ~i:\.l"Jno
policy will be in effect in Kittitas
County until rumored major
renovations in the food stamp

Flll HIARllG

~~ YOU HAVf THE

~~ RfGHHORlQUl\1
. -1 \AfA\R HrnmNG
(fORM~-AvA1l~&tfoNRtQumAT ~NY TIM£.
r.

.
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Construction on 11th Ave.
Construction on the 11th Ave.
Because of this activity,
Local Improvement District pedestrian traffic will be re(LID) will get underway Mon~ routed around the west end of
day. The Superior Asphalt and the project, just west of Poplar
Concrete Company will begin St. Vehicular traffic will be
construction of a new bridge, blo~ked on 11th Ave. during the
street, sidewalks, street lighting costruction of the bridge, but will
and landscaping. - .
be able to gain access from
This improvement will extend Poplar St.
from Alder St. to 40 feet west of
Also, during the construction,
the centerline of Poplar St. All entry into the Health Center will
construction is scheduled to be be restricted to the rear emercompleted by Sept. 24.
geney door only. Outpatient
parking will be temporarily
incorporated into Parking Lot ·
E-2.
'The northernmost aisle of
:parking within Parking Lot E-2
will be blocked off temporarily
requiring that head resident and
some student par~ing find
alternate stalls.
Holmes Dining Hall will
remain open and service will be
unaffected by this project.
Access to service loading and
unloading will be possible from
Chestnut -Street.
Most College facilities will be

Be careful with fire:
There are babes
in the woods.

Custom-made jewelry in

upwind of the project, but even
those downwind (such as the
"President Nixon has said, Can we grant anmesty to our
Health Center) will be protected 'amnesty is forgiveness.' If I offer - enemies, ·e xtend aid to them, and
from unusual amounts of wind- amnesty, it is not because I
not do so to our own sons and
blown dust resulting from the ,believe -draft dodgers to be daughters?"
,
work since the Contractor will be ;morally superior," began Rev.
Rev. Hanni said those who had
required to keep the project site
Phil Hanni at the First United fled have already paid a great
wetted down.
Methodist Church last Sunday price. We must now be prepared
Existing parking to the south where he delivered .a sermon
to welcome back unconditionally
of Beck, Hitchcock, Meisner, and
"Amnesty: Promise or Peril?"
those who wish to come home.
Davies Halls will be limited to
"Bring home those w.ho fled,
He went on to say that
unloading and loading only.
free Lieutenant Calley, free
amnesty
technically
does
not
Access to these two lots will be
those now in prisons · for draft
from Chestnut Street north of mean forgiveness, but forgetcharges, forgive those with
11th Avenue and by means of a fulness. Amnesty is a forgetfuldishonorable
discharges.
special temporary drive paralle- ness of the grudges, animosities,
Justice is not always found in
ling 11th to the north and distrust, a putting aside of past
the vein of the law. It must be
'running from Chestnut to the hatreds. it is not just a legal
found by amnesty, forgetfulness,
parking area just south of Davies condition, but a condition of the amnesia.
Hall. During the short loading heart ..
We have had our time of
and unloading period, students
"Do we need scapegoats to killing. Now we must prepare
will be allowed to drive across satisfy our own moral outrage? ourselves for a time. of healing."
lawn's and prepared curb ramps.
(Parking for regular and summer
session residents will be in
Parking Lot E-2.)
Parking enforcement will be
handled by Mr. Don Redlinger,
Director of Campus Security.

This Week's Special Valid _Only On

... 1.
~

"ART OF
JEWELRY"
We specialize in unique rings

Rev. Phil Hanni calls ·for
OIJlneSty, forgetfulness

Foreign Car Repairs
and Parts

gold, siiver, and gemstones

309 N. Pearl

system occur about six months richer student who doesn't
from now. In the meantime, the qualify for stamps. Under the
new policy will definitely be in new regulation the two poorer
effect the remainder of this student.s are now ineligible for
sprjng quarter.
stamps because of their roomCase indicated that about the mate~' money.
As a result, Whiting is now
only way students would be able
to change the new policy would trying to group students of equal
be through Federal Court action, financial status together in the
since it is a Federal law which is .apartments at Student Village.
being questioned here. Case In this way those who need
recommended working through stamps and qualify for them, will
the Legal aids, Student Rights be able to get them at least for
Commission or the local ACLU this summer. Next fall, however,
chapter as possible methods of the situation might be worse as
getting the issue into Federal there will be many more returCourts. He also predicted that ning students than in summer,
students protesting the policy and less vacancies, so the job of
through the above methods in grouping people together accorcourt would have a good chance ding to financial well-being will ·
for success because of the special be more difficult.
living conditions of Student
As of yet, there is currently no
Village and other local residP.ntQ organized student effort to get
Last Thursday about 60 the issue into federal courts so
students, and Ken Whiting, that more equitable food stamp
Student Village Apartments-.requirements can be attained
manager, met with two officials throu·gh changing ·the current
from the local Food Stamp Office regulations.
to discuss the state-wide change
About the only practical
in regulations.
alternative for people who have
Whiting said the new change been declared ineligible, is to get
"discriminates against the into a living situation that forms
financially poorer students," and an economic unit which the state
that, "every time they (the state) approves of as being eligible
want to cut back the food stamp under the new requirements.
program, the student is hit That is of course unless those
hardest." As an example, affected want to "starve" during
Whiting pointed to the common the four to six weeks waiting
case of two poorer students period it will take to get an open
living in an apartment with one hearing from the ~tate.

·Monday-Friday Next Week

r------ .

DRIVE IN

:·NDEPENDENT AUTO .REPAIR
603 North Main

·925.5539
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Man needs dance
for self-expr~ssion
by Kris Bradner
feature editor
"We are all dancers, because
we all move," agreed two
enthusiastic Central faculty
members: Jan Mejer, assistant
professor of sociology and instigator of the "Sensitive Plant" (a
modern dance group), and Lana
Jo Sharpe, dance instructor and
advisor to Orchesis.
"Many people make the mistake of thinking you have to be a
professional to dance; with a
professional's ideal body and
techniques, but this just isn't
true," added Ms. Sharpe.
They said man is a rhythmic
animal and he needs dance for
self-expression.
.
Mejer said that students need
this form of movement as sort of
a release therapy for the pressures that affct them.
He explained that at a concert,
for example, a person feels like
moving because he can't absorb
the whole thing, something must
spill over.
"Good dancers draw this
feeling from their solar plexus.
Your mind h~s to ge. You can't
rationalize movement, · it is
something you must do," said
Ms. Sharpe.
' Mejer laughingly commented
that "all real dancers are absolutely crazy!"
He said that "Modern dance is
like science fiction, you move in
unreal and unfamiliar ways, your·
perception and point of view are
entirely different."
He added that if someone did
something opposite from what
they usually do, for example,
moving slow if they usually move
quickly, they would perceive
things around them differently.
"Dancers have a bond with one

. another because they are exploring new places together. This
sense of discovery can be com-ared to an astronaut's experiences in different surroundings,"
said Mejer.
"Society in our civilization is
brought up to see what is going
on in a static way, seldom seeing
change," stated Mejer. The
alienation that results from that
view can only be lost when we
learn to respond with energy to
·life's fluidity, he explained.
This awareness of self and
environment frequently comes
through improvisation.
Improvisation occurs after a
dancer learns the basic techniques to build up a skill, in order
to have control over his movements and better his understanding of his capabilities.
With that basic knowledge, a
dancer can experiment with the
release of inhibitions and control,
but in a disciplined way.
Mejer said that then "you can
turn off your -mind and float
down stream."
He also said that performing
was important. At first dancers
perform for their own enrichment, later they want to share
their experiences with others.
He cautioned audiences
against trying to find a message
in modern dance and suggested
they relax, enjoy it, and try to
"feel" the beauty.
Ms. Sharpe and Mejer said
that although they were into
modern dance, there is a different form of dance that is valid
for 'e ach person; "we are ultimately after .the same thing: selfexpression ... relaxation ... and
pleasure."
"Really," they concluded, "the
best way to understand dance, is
to do it!"

Jan Mejer and Lana Jo Sharpe

Ne\tV library to have 1400 seats
by Marie McClanahan
·staff writer
The new library, planned to
open October l, 197 4 will be
equipped much like the current
library. Entrance will be in line
with the north wall of the L & L
building.
According to George H.
Fadenrecht, associate professor
of library, "We're still in the
process of planning how to equip
the library."

Approximately 1,400 seats will library and new ones will be
be available in the library. This built.
figure includes 320 individual
The new counters will have
study units, lounge area and individual units built in for use
study rooms.
behind the ·counters as storage.
The budget for the library is
The first floor is mainly "not
low since the last bid went down. where the public gets to very
Additional money may buy more often." It's the service area
tables, chairs and carols.
which includes the acquisition,
All the office desks will be circulation, catolog, lounge .area,
taken fro use in the prospective and isn't the general collection of
library. The counters, including books.
the service and reference
Second floor is where the
counters, will be left at the old administration offices will be
located and study rooms that will
allow smoking.
Third floor has both open and
closed stacks. Also, there are
smoking areas for students.
Fourth floor provides for
graduates and faculty, a place to
have their own rooms checked

DO-IT-YER-SEF
TUNE-UP MANUALS

VW-DATSUN-TOYOTA

Also some American Models

$199

To

$499

TRIANGLE
Auto Supply Co.
"EVERYTHING AUTOMOTIVE" New and Used Parts

PHONE 962-9876

100 N. MAIN STREET
ELLENSBURG

out to them. This will allow them
to get away from their office or
to just do their work somewhere
else.
Group · study rooms will be
available on each floor.· Some
rooms have space for ten students and there are some that
will room eight~
Also available are typing
rooms on floors 2, 3 and 4.
Typewriters may not be available but students will be able to
bring their own typewriters.
Each room will have space for
five people.
A music library, located on the
fourth floor. will also be included
in the new library. A total of 46
listening stations are available
from one console. Fourteen
programs may be heard at one
time.

Possibly in the future, 100
stations may be heard with 28
programs. It will be set up
individually with desks side by
~ide. "People using the music
library will like that," commented Fadenrecht.
Only one classroom will be
included in the library for library
lectures and discussions. The
classroom vvill be similar tc room
219 in the' present library.

Special yearbook
issue in the.Crier
next Friday:
last issue
of the year.

i~sa~

\\i)o\~CS
l~a~eat.
Ask your Coast Guard Recruiter
U.S. Coast Guard
R_ecruiting Office
28 South Second
Yakima
PH 248-4SI 9.
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Lumbard joins rep
Dirk Lumbard, a sophomore
from 'S eattle, has signed with the
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho, Summer
Repertory Musical Theatre for
the 1973 season.

entertainment for tourists as
well as residents of the Coeur d'
Alene area," the general manager added.
'

D·ES Pill ·

Recently Lumbard packed a
standing-room-only crowd into
Hertz Recital Hall for his rendition of "A Night on Broadway."

·safe vvhen
used right

As a member of the 32member Idaho group, Lumbard
will be performing in four
musical productions-"Promises,
Promises," "How to Succeed in
Business
Without
Really
Trying," "My Fair Lady" and
·"Bye, Bye Eirdie." The season
runs from July 3 through
September 2 in the Lake City.
The Coeur d' Alene Summer
Theatre's company is comprised
of actors, actresses, musicians
, and technicians from all over the
United States, according to
Robert E. Moe, general manager
of the company.
Lumbard will repol't to Coeur
d' Alene June 17 in order to start
rehearsing for the July 3 opening
of "Promises, Promises." "How
to Succeed in Business Without
Really Trying" opens July 5 with
"My Fair Lady" following on July
14 and "Bye, Bye Birdie" on July
28. The season · runs for 54
performances, in rotation, with
Mondays dark.
"Coeu~

d'

Alene Summer
Theatre is fast becoming te
musical Ashland of the Northwest where theatre buffs come to
see four musical hits in four

Dirk Lumbard
nights, an opportunity not
offered by many theatres, even
the ones that · claim · to be
repertory," said Moe. "Our
shows rotate every night in
order to provide optimum

Alcoholics get help at
student health center
by Smitty
news editor
If a person feels that the
problem is too serious .for simple
counseling or Alcoholics Anonymous to cope with, the Student
Health Center stands r.eady to'
help.
If a person were to go into the
health center and tell a doctor
that he or she had a drinking
problem and wanted to quit, the
doctors would take over and
treat that problem as they would
any other illness.

patient and either a doctor or a
competant counselor of some
type.
After discharge, the patient
will be given a drug, the most
commonly used is Antabuse,
which will help him or her to
overcome the temptation to
drink again.
If alcohol is consumed while a
person is on this drug, he or she
will immediately get violently ill.
But the patient must voluntarily
take the drug faithfully each day,
thus a genuine wish to stop
drinking is a pre-requisite to
receiving medical help.
The Antabuse program can
·last from one month to several
years, depending on whenever
the patient feels ready to go it
alone.
But there is . always help.
Normally a patient will report to
a doctor or counselor at frequent
times to give progress reports
and recieve help with· any
problems occurring during this
stage.
But all of · this machinery
cannot work unless some one
comes asking for help. No one
will say, "Tsk, tsk, shame on
you." It is purely an illness and
will be treated that way.
It is there for the asking.

Dr. William Nolen, author of
"A Surgeon's World," whose
monthly medical column appears
in McCall's, today joined the
debate over the "morning after"
pill, which contains the controversial DES (diethylstilbesterol).
"As a shorfterm, after-the-fact
emergency contraceptive-which
is the use for which the FDA has
approved it-(the pill) can be a
valuable drug to prevent the
heartache of unwanted pregnancy," he says in the justreleased June McCall's.
"In my opinion... the risk in...
taking DES for five days,"-the
prescribed contraceptive
period-"is negligible, In fact
there is no hard eVidence that
there is any risk at all .... Its
effectiveness is almost, but not
quite, 100 percent."
In giving his approval to DES
as a contraceptive under guidelines recently established by the
FDA, Dr. Nolan places himself in
opposition to consumer advocate
Ralph Nader, whose Health
Research Group believes that the
FDA's limitations are not severe
enough.
(FDA labeling for the drug
includes approval for its use in
"emergency situations" to be
defined by the acting physician, .
and insists the patient be given a
pregnancy test. If she is pregnapt, use of DES is prescribed
under certain con,ditions such as
the presence of breast cancer in
the family history. The patient
must also be offered the option of
an abortion if DES does not
work.)
The Nader group's objection is
based on the findings of a
physician who discovered vaginal
cancer, a rare form of the
disease, in eight young women in
their late teens, seven of whose
mothers had taken DES durl.ng
the first three .months of their
pregnancy when the threat of
miscarriage was present. In the
late 1940's and early 1950's
diethylstilbesterol was often
given to women who threatened
to miscarry-the exact opposite
of its present use. As an antimiscarriage drug it was given
throughout the first three
months of pregnancy. As a
contraceptive it is prescribed for
· five days only.
Dr. Nolen claims that evidence
concerning the eight young
women with vaginal cancer, "is
statistical only; no one has yet
produced cancer in the female
offspring of animals be giving
pregnant mothers DES. But
on the basis of this evidence,
doctors no longer give DES to
pregnant women; in fact, in 1971
the FDA specifically warned
them not to do so."

One doctor at the center said,
"There is no stigma attached to
coming in and admitting your
problem." He added that all
matters will be kept strictly
confidential.
Initially, the patient is given a
physical and a history is taken, to
discover how serious the
problem is and to what degree
the body has been .affected, such
as damage to the liver, brain and
nervous system.
If necessary, the patient is
then hospitalized for a period of
"drying out," where he or she
goes through a withdrawal stage
lasting from 2-7 days.
During this time, drugs are
administered to help the patient
deal with the nervousness which
usually accompanies the withOver 100 styles to choose from
drawal.
LOW s
This nervous tension can range
··
A 10 FQR 79•
from mild nervousness to what is
4 Day Delivery on
known in the medical profession
d.A.Jtd!il!J!i
Soundcrest w-eddings
as "True Delerium Tremens," a
<!fl'~·~
severe form of nervousness
(l/Jlll,
which includes hallucinations.
llA<J~!flt 1 4. .
~
Complete Line of Accessories
After the withdrawal stage,
I ~
patientanddoctorpreparea plan
for discharge and future treatment, in order' to maintain solid
4 12 N. Pearl - 925-9311
communication between the ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Cheerleaders help morale
"You've got to have cheer- consensus aqiong the girls. "At
leaders-especially for the away least the guys know there's
games," affirmed senior Bob someone cheering for them,"
Ericksen. Although the players remarked Mary Ann Ramelb,
pon't really notice them when freshman.
they are on the field, the cheerEleven years experience is
leaders provide a needed morale
totaled up by three of' the girls,
boost. "You've got to have some.Arlene Hendrix, Jack.ie Hursey,
one there," the defensive tackle
and Mary Ann Ramelb, all
added.
freshmen. The other three, Jane
"They should be more creaWyatt, sophomore, and Maria
tive," said senior Ron Scarcello,
Lopez and Paula Smith, juniors
another football player. "They
have no experience, but a lot of
should be active and provide enthusiasm.
leadership. This year the crowd
....; presently practiThe g~
motivated the cheers, instead of
cing routines four nights a week
the other way around."
"Cheerleading is what you at Nicholson Pavilion, getting in
make it," was the general shape for next fall.

LHlERTY Theatre.
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92S:9511
ENDS SATURDAY

One Showing Only At 7:30

STARTS SUNDAY SUN. Shows At 5:00 & 8:25
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Kitten neffers third

hers include, left to right bottom row, Abe
Kassaye, captain Steve Allmain, Jeff Jewell.
Top row, Kurt Malmstrom, Brian Kirkpatrick,
and Don {}illies.
(Photo by Chang P. Jay)

THIRD PLACE FINISHERS--Six members of
Central's soccer team display the third place
trophy they won in last weekend's Green River
Invitational Soccer Tournament, Team mem-

Finally-a soccer .Win
by Rod Wilkins
sports editor
For the first time in 83 years,
Central has earned . a trophy in
soccer.
Never before in the history of
the school had a Wildcat soccer
team won a piece of hardware.
As a matter of fact, the 'Cats
haven't won over a handful of
games in its history. Finally the
frustration came to an end last
weekend as the Central Soccer
Club captured third place in the
Green River Invitational Soccer
Tournament.
"Eleven teams were invited to
the tournament but only five
showed up," said Abe Kassaye, a
team member. "I agree its not
many teams, but still we did earn

a trophy and that's at least an
improvement over other years."
In gaining the third place
trophy, Central defeated Everett
Community College 7-4 lasr
Saturday, after losing their first
battle to the eventual winner,
Green River, 5-2. On Sunday
Central had to forfeit its contest
due to lack of players, but the
one win over Everett was
enough for third place. Other
teams competing besides Green
River and Everett included
Washington State and Bellevue
Community College.
As ~unny or sad the Central
soccer record is, depending ort
how you look at it, it's finally
beginning to come around.
"The first serious effort on
record to get a soccer team at

"They bought us shirts and we
competed in tournaments but
never won anything. Then last
year, we got in the Northwest
Collegiate Soccer Conference and
we started playing league ball,"
said Kassaye.
Although Central did not set
the league on fire (0-12), they at
least had a start.
"We just couldn't get a club
together and practice enough,"
said this year's coach Steven
Allmain. "Our first game was
two days after school started so
right off we had to forfeit."
"This next fall •we start league
play four days after school starts.
If all interested people would
contact me at 963-1483 right
aw~y. I could get us all together
next fall and get in four days of
practice before our first game,"
said Allmain. ·

Beat the
Price Increase
Unmatched

In
: Performance

4 stroke,
parallel twin, ·
OHO, with
NEW OMNI- · TX65D6~0cc
Phase balancing.
. YAMAHA of
ELLENSBURG
400 West 5th

925··9330

TX75D750cc

Central started was in the fall of
1971 when Les Filonowich got
RCA records to sponsor us,"
said Kassaye.

In addition to having the
problem of getting together
before the first game, the ever
present problem of money is once
again a factor.
"Since we're a club, we get no
school money for traveling so its
up to us to pay for the trip we
make," said Kassaye. "What we
really need is the school to back
us up financially as a varsity
sport. In 1971 we tried to get the
school to back u~.• they said no,
but we're still going 'to try
again," said a very serious
Kassa ye.

by Rod Wilkins
sports editor
Central's womens varsity
tennis team finished in third
place in last weekends Northwest College's . womens tennis
Tournament at Eastern Washington State College. The third
place finish was the highest a
Central women's team has ever
had in the tournament, including
last year's fourth place finish.
Western Washington State
College won the team title with
11 points · _to narrowly beat
Seattle University, who was
second with 10 points, and
Central, which had nine points.
Other teams who placed were
Washington State University
with four points along with
Spokane Falls Community
College, who had four points.
Twenty different schools participated in the three day tourney.
Tennis coach Pat Lacey, who
had called the tournament one of
the hardest tournaments to place
high in because of the tough
competition, was elated over the .
performance of the Kittens.
"I'm very pleased with the
performances of the girls during
the tournament as well as the
whole year," Ms. Lacey said.
The girls recorded a perfect
7-0 dual record during the year
plus very high finishes in a
number of tough tournaments.
Central's top two singles
players, Paula Williams and
Patsy Bacon, showed their
strength as each reached the
semi-finals with Ms. Williams
advancing all the way to the
finals.
·
After each girl had won first
round matches, Ms. Williams
defeated Joyce Hallett of Oregon
State 6-3, 6-0 in the second round
to advance to the semi-finals, and
Ms. Bacon defeated Gale Hager
of Southern Oregon College, 6-0,
6-2 to also reach the semi-finals.
In the semi-finals Ms. Bacon
dropped out of singles action as

she dropped a tough 5-7, 6-1, 6-2
decision to Joanne Jam es of the
University of Washington. Ms.
Williams was more fortunate as
she defeated Robbie Bissel of the
University of Montana, 6-2, 3-6,
7-6 to reach the finals.
·
In tJie . finals Ms. Williams
dropped a tough match to
number one seed Madris
Coluccio, 6-3, 6-4.
Central's doubles team of
Marsha Gulla and Sue Yaden,
defeated in the first round, play
by Oregon .State, won the
consolation finals as they came
back to win three straight
matches. In the second round
they beat a Highline College
team 6-1, 6-1, then beat a ~acific
University team 6-1, 6-1. and
then won the consolation finals
with a 6-1, 6-4 victory over
Southern Oregon.
With the end of the tournament the Kjttens finish their
season with their best record of
all time.

High school
playoffs set
The first of three regional high
school baseball play-off games
will be played on Central's field
Friday.
·
The Ellensburg High School
team is one of four entered in the
Region 4 AA play-off.
The Ellensburg Bulldogs will
·meet the Pullman High School
team in the first game, at 4 p.m.
Friday on the college field.
At 6 p.m. Friday, the Hanford
High School nine will play a team
from Eastmon tl High School.
Winners of the two games will
meet for the regional championship at 6 p.m. Saturday, May 26.
Tickets for the games are $2
for adults and $1 for high school
students with student body
cards.

Two 'Cafs·on 'star team'

Two Central baseball players
have been named to the NAIA
District 1 baseball all-star 1973
team announced last Tuesday.
John Basich was honored as
all-star second baseman along
with Levin Van Time of Lewis
and Clark. Basich, who ended up
batting over .325, was the 'Cats
leading RBI man as well as one of
the leading men in assists. In the
1972 season Basich set a new
school record for assists.
Buddy Fish, Central's do-all
shortstop,
was also named to the
"To give you an example of
elite all-star team. Fish was the
how it would help us to have
some money, in last weekends 'Cats leading season hitter
during the past_ season.
tournament we used white teeLewis and Clark College of
shirts as jerseys. When we
Lewiston, Idaho, led the all-star
played in Everett, they also had
selections as they placed six
white tee-shirts so we had to
players on the all-star team.
resort to using all sorts of
Lewis and Clark was the team
different colored shirts. It just
that beat Central twice last
looked terrible, so that's one
weeken'd to advance to the NAIA
reason why we would like some
regionals in California.
school backing," stated Kassaye.
Named to the team were Willy
In addition to Kassaye and Dunston of Eastern Washington
Allmain, other team members and Rob Steidle of Whitworth at
that made the trip and played first base; Basich and Van Time
were, Don Allies, Bob Karlen, at second; Tom Eggers of LCSC
Brian Kirkpatrick, Jim Adam~ at third base; Fish at shortstop;
son, I(urt Malmstrom, Ron Frank Steidle of Whitworth at
Milton, and Paul Pinten.
· utility infielder; ~ary Picone ·of

LCSC, Craig Pierson of Whitworth, Mark Mathieson of LCSC,
and Bob Wellman of Whitworth,
outfielders; Bill Settle of LCSC
at catcher; and Steve Jentsch of
LCSC and Paul Bodeaux of
Whitworth as ptichers.

Gridders
enroll
Head football coach Tom Parry
has announced the names of two
high school football players who
have expressed int.e ntions of
enrolling at Central and becoming part of the Wildcat football
program next fall.
Steve Machtolf, a 6', 190-pound
running and defensive back from
Vancouver, Washington and
J usuit High School in Portland,
Oregon, will enroll next fall. He
is highly regarded by Jesuit
Coach, John Allen, as either an
offensive or defensive prospect.
Also reporting to the Central
campus will be Jim Tremper, a
5'10", 175-pound back from
Camas. Tremper, also a basketbalJ and baseball player, played
his footbali for Coach Rich Wilty.
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guys don't always finish last

by Bill Irving
staff writer
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But the 6'1", 175 lb. Hyink says his worst days
of anger were in high school and junior college.
As a senior at Davis he recalls that Al Moss,
the tennis coach (now principal at Ellensburg
High), kicked him off the court and forfeited his
match for conduct unbecoming a tennis player.
"I got a little too excited," he related, "and
threw my racket into the fence."
Both Coach Dean Nicholson at Central and
Coach Glenn Sherar at YVC have talked to
Hyink about his outbursts but a rap session with
Whitney last quarter was the thing that
changed his outlook on his temper, he said.
"The more I talked about it," he said, "the
more immature it seemed to be. I decided to cut
that from my act. I fe~l if I get mad on the courts ·
it's just helpful for my opponent.''
Hyink's move to a conference championship
has been a slow, steady process since learning to
play the game as a sophomore at Davis.
During that year he was the fifth (bottom)
man on the. team but by his junior year he had
jumped to the second spot.
Then, in his senior season, he made his
biggest improvement in overall play. As top
singles for the Pirates, he took second in the
Davis Invitational to Bryce Perry, twice state
champ from Bellevue High. He also was ranked
second in the AAA Big Eight League.
·After Coach Moss introduced Hyink to Coach
Sherar during his senior year, Hyink decided to
go to YVC. However, he says, tennis wasn't the
main reason he went there.
Re says that he went there because the
college was just across the street from his
house, it was cheaper to stay in Yakima and he
felt that a junior college would help him find a
major field of study.
Nonetheless, "I did have an intention of
playing tennis," he added.
.
Hyink feels that his freshman year at YVC,
when he ·played mainly fourth singles, was his
best year. In the state JC championships that
season he and his partner finished second to
Whitey and Ken Van Amburg (now Central's
top player) in the doubles.
"My sophomore year was kind of a bunch of
callouses," he recalls with a chuckle. Although
he lost only twice at third singles and three
times in doubles, he said he didn't do anything in
the JC championships.
Sherar gets high marks in Hyink's book as a
coach who taught him how to play.
,
"I thought he was a good coach," ·he
commented. "He was the one who taught me and
g~ve m~ more of a tennis head."
When Hyink was younger he said he played
nearly every sport a kid would play, but for a
while he especially liked baseball. But he got
bored with it, he said, because there's "not that
much activity."
It was about that time that Coach Moss hinted
to him that the tennis team needed more
players. So he gave it a try and stayed after a
one-week trial period.
· "It was fun," he remembers. "I got off on it. It
was a trip I'd never had before."
He has some ideas why he likes. tennis and
continues' to play it.
"Tennis is for the individual," he noted. "The
biggest thing is that if you don't win you have no
one to blame but yourself. It's just the
competition, I guess. It's a challenge to keep
trying to beat people."
_
Hyink, who likes to fish and do some 'bird
hunting in his spare time, is happy, with a few

Fits of anger are frowned upon in most sports.
But maybe most of all in tennis where court
etiquette is so stepped in tradition.
A~ might be pictured on a box of Wheaties,
the tennis champion is usually quiet, noneffacing and uncomplaining-a picture of cool on
the courts.
However, it appears the tennis purists have
someone to frown about now because at least
one "champion" doesn't fit that mold.
His name is Jon Hyink and he has somewhat
of a colorful temper.
. Hyink, 22, a senior at Central and a native of
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'A likeable guy'
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Yakima, is the most successful Wildcat on the
courts this spring.
In early May he won two Evergreen
Conference titles-at number four singles and
second doubles. His season records are the best
of anyone's on Central's 11-2 team.
In singles he was 14·-2 and 12-2 in doubles
(with partner Mike Whitney, another Yakima
native) after the conference championships.
A 1969 graduate of Davis High School and '71
graduate of Yakima Valley College, Hyink has
more than once lost his cool with a racket.
In a singles match hw eventually lost to a
Spokane Falls CC player in mid-April of this
season, he slammed balls against the fence in
disgust, stormed around the court and once,
after a particularly good shot by his opponent,
shouted, "You lucky son of a ... "
All of this in front of some professors
watching in the stands.
"I didn't want to let them think I was really
that bad. I started thinking about that more
than the match," he stated.
Hyink contends that "probably the main
reason" he lost that match was the temper
display. He beat the same opponent a week
later.
The strongest language heard from him in the
next match was a cry of "m&rshmallow."
However, that incident didn't totally reform
Hyink. In the doubles final at conference he
chided one of his opponents over a line call in a
voice that could be heard blocks away.
"Get together on your call, Craft (Steve, from
Southern Oregon College)," he demanded. A
couple of other remarks followed by other
players from each team.
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Spikers at nationals
Track coach Tom Lionvale and
two Central athletes are in
Arkadelphia, Arkansas, representing Central in the NAIA
national track and field meet
being held Wednesday, Thurs-·
day and Friday (May 23, 24 and
25).
Weightman
Bill Harsh,
Marysville senior, and sprinter
Steve Slavens, Tacoma senior,
left with Lionvale Monday
morning for the national meet. •
Harsh, who rewrote Central's
record book for weight events
this past season, has a 58'2" best
effort in the shot put, a 176' in
the discus, and a 163'1" best in
the hammer throw.
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his hammer effort is the new
Evergreen Conference mark.
Slavens has been clocked at 9.5
(wind-aided) in the 100 , year
dash, and in 21/5 in the 220 yard
dash.
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reservations, about playing at the number four
spot this season.
"Since I'm not the most dedicated guy ih ·
tennis," he explained, "I'm happy with four."
"But," he added, "I always wanted to play
·
higher."
This summer, Hyink, who doesn't have a
major or minor, wants to take off and play tennis
either on the tournament circuit in Washington
or California. He said he has no definite plans for
the future.
Hyink says there isn't more pressure playing
number four this year as compared to number
six last season. On the contrary, he says his
biggest problem is getting psyched to play. Sometimes that lack of being ready borders on
laziness, he added.
"I won't say I'm not lazy. At times I won't put
out as much as I can-not as much as I should. I
don't know if it's a lack of incentive," he
wondered.
With a chuckle he added, "I can't see going out
and breaking my back beating a guy from
Eastern."
That last statement says something about his
reaction to being conference champ this year
after finishing second last season. He says he's
happy about it but considering the lack of strong
competition, he's not ecstatic.
,
'_'I thought it was really ~eat to win the
singles in conference," he related. "In your
division you feel top dog."
"I'm proud of the fact I won," he added. "I just
didn't want to go out of my way to be happy
about it. Considering the people I played, I just
feel it wasn't that big of a thing."
Hyink Says he has a different personality off
the court than he does on.
"I'm more passive off the court. Off the court
I'm willing to let most anything ride. It's just a
different thing."
"I just kind of like to lay back and watch other
people," he stated. "I don't go out of my way to
make friends, you know, but if somebody wants
to talk to me I'll talk to them."
It's a good b~ his opponents watch what they ·
say to him on..4.e courts. Otherwise he might get
mad and beat them even worse.
It has something to do with nice guys finishing
last. Only in this case it's the converse. of that
which applies.
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these two weeks to assist students in studying for finals. If
· you're looking for a quiet place to
study for finals, try Holmes.
FALL STUDENT TEACHING
If you are requesting a student
teaching placement during fall
. WANTED: PAINTING
quarter 1973, please come to ·
The Counseling Center will
Blace 206 to update your appli- select for purchase an original
cation as soon as your spring painting by a student. Bring
paintings to the Counseling
quarte~ classes are confirmed.
Center reception ar~a (963-1391).
Competition will end June 1.
KARATE
The Shodokan Karate Club
meets Tuesdays and Thursdays
CHILD CARE SURVEY
a 7 p.m. in the Hebeler gym.
In an effort to gain accurate
information about child care
needs and the possibility of a
NDSL
If this is your last quarter at full-time child-care center o.n
Central and you have received campus, the sociology dept. is
funds under the NDSL program, conducting a campus-wide
you must complete an exit survey. The dept. urges all those
interview before leaving campus. who received one of these
Please call 963-3546 or come to questionnaires to complete it and
second floor, Mitchell Hall, to return it as soon as possible.
arrange for an appointment.
VETERANS
The VA will issue prepayment
MORE MUSIC
The · Auburn _ High Scbool educational benefit checks for fall
will perform in Hertz 119 today quarter. These checks will be
starting at 10 a.m.
mailed to the vets office on
campus where you can pick yours
up after you have registered for
BASEBALL
Look for the High School fall classes. In order to have a
Baseball Tournament on all prepayment check waiting for
baseball fields today from noon · you it will be necessary for you to
to 9 p.m.
apply by having papers completed early this summer.
If you wish a prepayment
HOLMES STUDYING
Holmes Dining Hall will be check you must call at the office
open again for studying be- of veterans affairs, SUB 107, to
ginning Monday evening, May 28 take ·care of this application
from 7 to 10. The study hall will before you leave campus for the
be open Monday-Thursday, May summer.
28-31; and Sunday, June 3Thursday, June 10. Hopefully
RECYCLE
Beer bottles, aluminum, newstutors from several departments
will be available from 8-10 p.m. paper, white, green and brown

by Cindy Washburn
catalog editor

glass shouldn't be thrown away.
They should be brought to the
Central Recycling Center. The
center is open Monday through
Wednesday from 1-4 p.m. It's
located at the Campus Courts
Garage, #11. For maps contact
•
Dean Wise's office.
CRIER
Because of the three-day
weekend · there will be no
Tuesday Crier. Try to have a
good weekend anyway!
SPECIAL ED CLASSES
Sign-up for all Special Ed.
classes for fall quarter began
Monday, May 21 in the reception
area in Black Hall with the
Special Ed. secretary. You must
present your program form,
approved by your adviser and
the Ed. Dept. chairman, before
you will be allowed to sign up for
classes. Sign-up· must be completed by June 1. This is the only
way to guarantee ·a seat in the
Special Ed. classes. If you have
not received the dittoed information about sign-up procedure
and schedules, please pick up the
information in the reception area
in Black Hall before signing up
for classes.

MORE MUSIC
Joe Bynum will present his
sraduate recital in d@uble bass in
Hertz Hall on Thursday, May 29
at 8:15 p.m.
The Men's Glee Club will
perform at 8: 15 p.m. on Wednesd!iY· May 30.
Mike Frasier will give his.
senior recital in Hertz Hall on
Thursday, May 31 at 8:15 p.m.
On June l, Debbie Penerio will
perform on piano and ·flute at 8
,p.m.
ADVISEMENT
On Thursday, May 31, you may
go for academic advisement from
4 to · 6 p.m. in SUB 104.
CHINESE FILM
The last Chinese movie to be
shown on campus -this quarter
will start at 8 p.m. on Tuesday,
May 29 in the small SUB ballroom. Invite your family and
friends to see Hsi S.hih, "the most
beautiful lady in Chinese history." The film is in color with
English subtitles and is sponsored by the Dept. of ~oreign
Languages Council on Asian
Studies.

WORKSHOP
A workshop class on gifted
children will be held in Hebeler
202 tomorrow from 9 a.m. to
noon.

HEATING PLANT
SHUTDOWN
The -regular fall shutdown of
the heating plant will begin at 5
p.m., Aug. 17 and will end at 7
a.m. on Sept. 4. No heat will be
available during this time in any
of the buildings served by the
central heating plant. :

COFFEE HOUSE
John Robinson will be performing in the SUB Pit on Tuesday,
May 29 from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.

RENTAL SHOP
For the remainder of this
quarter, the rental shop will be

,..............__.....__________________________________________________________________________________..._________

open Mon.-Fri. from 9 a.m. to 1
p.m. It will be closed for the
Memorial Day weekend on May
26, 27 and 28. The shop will be
open on Saturday, June 2 and
Sunday, June 3 from 9 until noon .
All rental items must be returned to the shop no later than 1
p.m. on Wednesday, June 6:

ART
· A show that should be expecially enjoyable to college people is
-starting today at the Ellensburg
Community Art Gallery at 408 1/z
Pearl St. (upstairs). The show .
will feature sculpture and
drawings by Bob Gillham, construction pieces and drawings by
Ron Adams, and pottery by Bob
Newton. Times and days are
Tuesday-Saturday from 12-4.
Come and meet the artists
tonight in a preview showing at
7:30.

THE MOST IMPORTANT
PART WAS LEFT;
ANVWAV...
~ ~

------------------------~/-

JERROL'S
OFFERS YOU
CASH FOR BOOKS
7 DAYS A WEEK
(Open from 8 am~ 10 pm)

'
925-9.851 -

